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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Unlike congenital auricular malformations which are identified by underdevelopment of dermal and cartilaginous tissues, deformed ears are less severe congenital anomalies characterized only by a misshaped pinna structure and can be improved with acceptable cosmetic results and minimal cost through ear molding if treated in early neonatal period. In this study, authors present the first report of using splinting techniques for treatment of deformational auricular anomalies in Iranian children.

METHODS

Our case load consisted of a series of 29 patients (Male=16, Female=13) who were referred to Plastic Surgery Unit of Shiraz University of Medical Sciences from September 2011 to December 2014. Children aged more than 6 months were excluded. Twenty-nine children affected by various deformities including prominent ears (n=11), lop ears (n=8) and constricted ears (n=10) were treated by splintage as a nonsurgical technique. The mean time of treatment was 13.33±2 weeks.

RESULTS

Eight (27.6%) patients did not complete the treatment. Splinting resulted in excellent or satisfactory results in 12 (57.14%) of treated cases. No improvement was observed at the end of the molding treatment in 9 patients. No complication was observed during the treatment in any of the patients.

CONCLUSION

The nonsurgical molding can be used as an effective approach for achieving natural outcomes and correcting cosmetic abnormalities. Rate of satisfaction is dependent on type of deformity, the neonatal age in which treatment started and also parents’ adherence to treatment methods and principals. Concerning the low rate of complications and high satisfactory results the method can be used instead of surgery in appropriate cases.
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INTRODUCTION

Anomalies of the auricles can lead to substantial social and communicating difficulties in the growing children. Congenital ear anomalies are categorized into either malformations (microtia, cryptotia), which are mostly caused due to embryologic maldevelopment in fetal auricular cartilage framework between the fifth and the ninth gestational week, or deformations that only show an abnormal shape without any irregularities in chondro-cutaneous components. Partial absence of skin or cartilage in malformations results in a constricted or underdeveloped pinna requiring surgical intervention during childhood or adolescence for best treatment.

On the other hand, deformities including lop, constricted and Stahl’s ear are less severe forms arising after the ninth week of gestation with a missshaped but fully developed pinna and structural cartilage. Although several distinct types exist, prominent or protruding ears are the most common variant. Lop ears are characterized by drooping upper pole, whereas Stahl’s ears have abnormal kinks of the helix combined with an anti-helical crus perpendicular to the helical rim.

Congenital ear deformities are not usually caused by disturbance in the process of morphogenesis but rather result as a consequence of external positioning forces determined by the pressure or malinsertion of the seven intrinsic and four extrinsic muscles in the prenatal period. To improve the appearance of children with such deformities, otoplasty as a common cosmetic surgical procedure to the plastic surgeons, is usually performed under general anesthesia especially in younger children.

However, despite the introduction of many different surgical techniques in the past decades for correction and rehabilitation of this irritating aesthetic handicap, considerable collateral complications and the eventful course of postoperative care have caused great interest in avoiding surgery. Further, surgical correction of deformities is usually performed between 5 and 6 years of age when the auricle has reached about 90% of the adult size. The concept of applying mechanical forces by using mold casting to achieve a normal shape in congenital deformities has been previously established in treatment of hip dislocation and club foot. In the late 1980s, Japanese plastic surgeons published the first reports of non-surgical correction of congenital auricular deformities and demonstrated that permanent correction may occur by forcing and maintaining the ear into the proper position for several weeks.

Currently, ear deformities are usually amenable to early ear splinting and can be appropriately manipulated to a normal shape in the neonatal period. As neonatal auricle is immediately soft and becomes harder in the first weeks after birth while loosing its innate elasticity, it is believed that the earlier the molding starts, better results are obtained. In this study, authors present the first experience of ear molding in a case load of 29 Iranian children with deforming auricular anomalies who were treated over a 4-year period.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Prior to the conduction of study the ear molding as a possible technique that may be performed in early ages instead of otoplasty was described to the staff in different neonatal wards affiliated with Shiraz university of Medical sciences. Furthermore, to raise awareness of parents related posters were installed on community notification boards of hospitals in popular spots. From September 2011 to December 2014 twenty-nine patients suffering from various types of ear deformities, who were found to be suitable cases for ear molding, were referred to our plastic surgery ward by the neonatal staff.

Children more than 6 months were also excluded. Prior to the start of treatment, patients were monitored for a 24 hours period to confirm that splinting was indicated and ears could not reform by spontaneous correction in a short or sudden course. Benefits of the proposed treatment in comparison to other alternatives and also the risks in achieving highly satisfactory results were thoroughly explained to the parents. Besides, an informed written consent was obtained from each participant’s parents in this study. The method we used was principally the same as the one described by Schonauer et al. Soft and flexible silicone with 4 mm diameter was used as the covering component of the splint whilst stainless steel wire was deployed within this segment (Figure 1a).

Then, we curved the whole structure according to the desired shape and fixed it by

surgical tapes on the anterolateral surface of the auricle in the groove between helix and antihelix as a supporting pillar. Surgical tapes could also help to position the auricle closer to the scalp (Figure 1b). Further, most patients wore elastic bands as adjunct supporters to facilitate the process and keep the mold in place. Splinting was applied with no demand to any kinds of anesthetics. To prevent any complicated handling of the procedure by parents, we avoided using a second mold on the posteromedial aspect of the auricle as described in some previous studies.

Clinical evaluations were made at follow up visits every 2 weeks after beginning of the treatment. In each session the splinting was removed, remodeled according to the achieved correction and then reapplied with fresh steri strips. Photographs were taken at each visit. To stabilize the correct form of ear, molding was continued after achieving early satisfactory results for one more month and final inspection was performed at this point after completion of molding. The criteria for assessment of cosmetic results was categorized as excellent (>80% improvement), improved (50-80% improvement), or minimal to not improved (<50% slight improvement or failure of the method).8

Improvement was rated by the surgeon and a trained nurse after comparing the initial and final photographs. All the procedures of the study were approved by the Ethics Committee of Shiraz University of Medical Sciences. Data were collected and presented as mean±SD. Statistical analysis was done by SPSS software (Version 20, Chicago, IL, USA) using Mann–Whitney U test, Kruskal–Wallis test and Spearman test for correlation. Statistical values p<0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

This non-surgical method was used to correct deformed auricles in 29 children. Thirteen patients were female and 16 were male. Of these auricular deformities, children represented prominent (n=6, 20.7% upper part - n=5, 17.2% lower part), lop (n=8, 27.6%) and constricted (n=10, 34.5%) ears. Eight patients including 3 cases with prominent ear (2 upper part, 1 lower part), 3 with lop ear and 2 with constricted ear were lost to follow ups as being non compliant. However, no treatment complication such as superficial skin irritation or necrosis was observed. Besides, we recorded no recurrence in any of the patients who completed the molding course. For those who completed the molding course, the average age at the start of study was 7.52±5.60 weeks (Min=2, Max=24). Age at the onset of treatment for each group is shown in Table 1.

The average duration of treatment for those who completed the treatment was 13.33±2 weeks (Min=11, Max=18). All types of ears

Fig. 1: Public poster for introducing non-surgical management of congenital auricular deformities.
required similar period of treatment and there was no significant difference in managing time between the diverse treated forms of deformities ($p=0.997$). There was no significant correlation between the onset age of splinting and the achieved results. Regardless of those who abandoned treatment, more than 50% of children enrolled in this study obtained improvement. The end results ratings are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 2.

The mean onset age of treatment in patients who had no improvement at the end of splinting was higher than those with improvement or excellent results; however, there was no significant difference in average onset age between the two groups ($p=0.193$). Table 3 depicts patients mean age categorized according to final outcome. It is noteworthy that most parents were sensitive about taking photographs of their children and only 8 cases actually allowed us to publish the images of which three cases are demonstrated in Figures 3-5. Synchronously with the active efforts in advancing the effectiveness of mold casting, in the next phases of our study, we planned to upgrade the

| Table 1: Age at the onset of treatment for each group. |
|---------------------------------|------------|---|
| Age (weeks) | Mean±SD | Min | Max |
| Prominent (upper part) ear | 8.25±6.84 | 2 | 16 |
| Prominent (lower part) ear | 10.25±9.25 | 4 | 24 |
| Lop ear | 6.40±3.04 | 3 | 10 |
| Constricted ear | 6.50±4.56 | 2 | 16 |

| Table 2: The correlation between the onset age of splinting and the achieved results. |
|---------------------------------|------------|---|---|---|
| Variable | Excellent | Improved | Not improved | Total |
| Prominent (upper) ear | 1 | 2 | 1 | 4 |
| Prominent (lower) ear | 0 | 1 | 3 | 4 |
| Lop ear | 1 | 4 | 0 | 5 |
| Constricted ear | 0 | 3 | 5 | 8 |
| Total | 2 | 10 | 9 | 21 |

| Table 3: The patients’ mean age according to final treatment outcome. |
|---------------------------------|------------|---|---|
| Age (weeks) | Mean±SD | Min | Max |
| Excellent (N=2) | 4.00±2.82 | 2 | 6 |
| Improved (N=10) | 6.40±3.56 | 2 | 12 |
| Not improved (N=9) | 9.55±7.33 | 3 | 24 |

Fig. 2: (a) Ear mold shape, (b) splintage supported in place by surgical tapes.
mold by designing new and optimized templates that can cover the entire auricle and form the ear in a more dynamic state (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

Although, there are various reports about the incidence of different types of congenital ear anomalies, a comprehensive data is still lacking. Outer ear malformations is believed to affect neonates with a ratio of 1 in 6000 births.\textsuperscript{14} There is also no specific data available on the prevalence of auricular anomalies in Iranian newborns. However, deformed auricles seem to account for 3.2\% of congenital deformities.\textsuperscript{15} Causes of these deformities vary from abnormal functioning of the ear muscles during the prenatal life to malpositioning of the head in the neonatal periods. Our report agrees with the study of Merlob \textit{et al.} as none of the patients demonstrated spontaneous correction.\textsuperscript{16}

In most studies, judgment on the results is
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Empirically made by authors or by asking a lay opinion. Few recurrences are reported in the literature, probably due to short follow-up time or placing the results in poor category. Similar to many other studies we utilized rounded splints, which can be easily bended in the scaphal hollow. However, Yotsuyanagi has reported that in conditions such as cryptotia a rigid splint with the ability to sandwich the ear from both sides is largely preferred.\textsuperscript{17,18} Also for the treatment of protruding ears, Sorribes presented the interesting concept of a specially designed plastic clamp, named as the Auri method, to maintain bilateral squeeze pressure during the night.\textsuperscript{19}

We planned to upgrade the mold by designing new and optimized templates that can cover the entire auricle and form the ear in a more dynamic state (Figure 6). Despite the lack of clear data in the literature, results are frequently poor in older children; however, fair to excellent outcomes are reported in 70-100\% of cases.\textsuperscript{20} Matsuo, one of the first pioneers on this method, states that satisfactory and irreversible results can be obtained if treatment started at least by the third day after birth.\textsuperscript{10} Tan \textit{et al.}, as additional advocates for early diagnosis, emphasized that to increase the efficacy, it is pivotal to initiate molding in the first three months of life.\textsuperscript{21,22}

On the contrary, successful treatment of over 50\% of children older than 1 year (0-14 years)
using thermoplastic moldings with average period of 2.1 months splint application has been reported by Yotsuyanagi et al.\textsuperscript{17,18} Further, in a 2004 study on 243 patients he showed a varying rate of success from 91% in newborns to 33% in 9-year-olds.\textsuperscript{23} In Doft study on 158 ears using the Ear Well Infant Ear Correction System before 2 weeks of life 96 percent of the deformities were corrected with an average treatment time of 14 days. Authors concluded that initiating molding during the first weeks of life by using a more rigid device can reduce the molding period from 6-8 weeks to 2 weeks.\textsuperscript{24}

Ear splinting applies external pressure and force on dermal and cartilaginous components of auricular structure. External stresses affect mechanochemical transduction in cartilage, and subsequently cartilage behavior and structure. Mechanical loading induced strains change the expression of genes and the regulation of cellular metalloproteinases levels and induction of collagen and aggrecan biosynthesis as result of both cell–cell and cell–extra cellular matrix interactions.\textsuperscript{25,26} Skin size can also reform as a response to tensile force.\textsuperscript{27,28} Besides, the malleable nature of the neonatal ear is directly controlled by blood levels of hyaluronic acid, which is elevated by maternal estrogen and plays crucial role in the elasticity of ear cartilage.\textsuperscript{29}

Normally, circulating estrogen is highest during the first 72 hours after birth and then declines rapidly to those similar in children by 6 weeks of age. Thus, reshaping is easily achieved in a newborn infant when the responsiveness of ear cartilage is immense. Accordingly, breastfeeding extends the presence of milk estrogen in blood and prolongs the required interval for molding.\textsuperscript{30,31} Compared to the literature the results from our study are not highly satisfactory. A major portion of our patients was from rural areas and of lower social classes and hence, step by step adherence to treatment guidelines by patients’ parents was not satisfactory. Additionally, a large proportion of our patients presented late. Consequently, this indicates the importance of starting splinting soon after birth. It should also be noted that several other authors state that only newborns should be treated and mentioned poor results in older babies.\textsuperscript{16,32,33}

Surprisingly, this elegant non-invasive technique is not widely practiced by plastic surgeons. On the other hand, there are mostly low knowledge in general public and medical associations about such procedure. Moreover, the belief about gradual self-correction of misshapen ears in all infants will definitely lower the chance of early diagnosis and hinder the possibility of a non-surgical prosperous treatment at an appropriate age when splints can be applied. In a Mayo Clinic pilot study of ten infants who were identified by newborn hearing screeners, educated on evaluation of congenital auricular deformities, all patients exhibited improvement from the original deformity after 1-4 weeks of correction with a simple splint initiated immediately in neonatal period. This pilot study shows that early identification of auricular deformities by properly educated newborn hearing screeners is an ideal opportunity that can enhance successful and early initiation of splinting therapy.\textsuperscript{24}

Thus, raising the awareness among the medical community and parents by lectures and through the media not only may help children with such annoying deformities in an early age but also can save them from the consequent complications of future surgical interventions including infection, hemorrhage, scarring and residual deformity.
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